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 The Commission has declared the results ON 06.10.2020 for 1595 vacancies 

notified under Group-IV Services (Notification No.10/2018).  The selection process of 

Group-IV recruitment is of a complex nature as 48 categories of reservation/ roster 

had to be verified for 179 options for each candidates with reference to merit, post 

preference, district preference, department, division, sub-division, qualification and 

availability of vacancies in that category along with the implementation of rule of 

reservation (ROR). 

 

 Pursuant to declaration of Group-IV result, certain representations were 

received from some unsuccessful candidates, seeking clarification on their non-

selection. Summary of queries raised by candidates and replies are annexed herewith 

for general information on the selection procedure and understanding the nature of 

doubts expressed by the candidates. It is to be noted that the preferred qualification for 

the post of typist and steno are Telugu typewriting and telugu shorthand respectively 

along with English typing as notified.  

 

 For example  for considering for the post of typist, the 1st category of 

preference is that they should possess typewriting telugu higher with english typing.  

As such the order of the preference of qualification for selection are as follows: 

 
TYPIST: 

CATEGORY-1: TELUGU TYPING HIGHER WITH ENGLISH TYPING 
CATEGORY-2: TELUGU TYPING HIGHER WITHOUT ENGLISH TYPING 

CATEGORY-3: TELUGU TYPING LOWER WITH ENGLISH TYPING 

CATEGORY-4: TELUGU TYPING LOWER WITHOUT ENGLISH TYPING 

CATEGORY-5: ENGLISH TYPING WITHOUT TELUGU TYPING 

 

STENO: 

CATEGORY-1: ENGLISH SHORTHAND HIGHER WITH ENGLISH TYPING HIGHER 

CATEGORY-2: ENGLISH SHORTHAND HIGHER WITH ENGLISH TYPING LOWER 

  OR 

  ENGLISH SHORTHAND LOWER WITH ENGLISH TYPING HIGHER 

CATEGORY-3: ENGLISH SHORTHAND LOWER WITH ENGLISH TYPING LOWER 

 

 In the above categories, the most eligible are category No.1.  For deciding the 

order of eligibility, these four categories are considered for typists/steno posts. As 

such, though some candidates have more marks in written examination, they do not 

possess type writing telugu higher with English as the case may be and as such may 

not have been selected. The replies given to the representations is self explanatory.   

After going through the above replies, if any candidate is having grievance or query 

regarding his/her selection, they may approach TSPSC Help desk at TSPSC Office, 

Prathibha Bhavan, MJ Road, Nampally, Hyderabad for any clarification on their 

grievance.  
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